Kin discrimination between sibling mice has been Outbred albino NMRI male mice encountering a brother documented and both familiarity and genetic recog- In our previous study (D 'Amato & Pavone, 1993) These results suggest that physical affiliative contact bewe demonstrated that social reunion in mouse brothtween sibling mice may be responsible for the enhanceers, after a long period of separation, resulted in ment of nociceptive threshold. ᭧
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an increase of nociceptive threshold that reached its maximum 120 min after the beginning of the social After the formulation of the kin selection theory encounter. This change in pain reactivity was by Hamilton (1964), many observations indicate that blocked by the injection of the opioid antagonist nalindividuals preferentially direct positive behaviors oxone, suggesting that social reunion in kin is accomtowards kin rather than nonkin in one species. Kin panied by a release of endogenous opioids. No modiselection is a form of genetic selection whereby alfication at the neural level occurred when social inleles differ in their rate of propagation by influencing teraction involved unrelated animals. The observed the survival of individuals (kin) who carry the same phenomenon seems to be different from the opioid alleles by common descent (Futuyma, 1986) . Kin disanalgesia that accompanies social defeat (Miczek, crimination by direct and indirect mechanisms has Thompson, & Shuster, 1982; Rodgers & Hendrie, been demonstrated in several rodent species 1983; Teskey, Kavaliers, & Hirst, 1984) as both ani- (Blaustein, Bekoff, & Daniels, 1987) . Direct recognimals of the dyad in our study showed an increase in tion mechanisms (genetic recognition) consist in the pain threshold. capability to discriminate kin among conspecifics by Our results agree with Panksepp's hypothesis phenotype matching, whereas indirect mechanisms (Panksepp, Herman, Vilberg, Bishop, & DeEskinazi, are based on previous familiarity during early life. 1980) suggesting that brain mechanisms which mediate social cohesion are at least partially endorphinergic in nature. Such circuits which control social
